G L A S S W R I T E M AT T E

GLASSWRITE MATTE

MATTE GLASS
THE BEST IN GLASS

The GlassWrite™ Matte markerboard significantly reduces
glare and reflection from natural and ambient light, so that
your board can be read from all angles. Boards are designed
with clean lines and sophisticated form, and are perfect for
contemporary
environments
needing
everyday
brainstorming. Egan Glass is built from a guaranteed-toclean, crystal clear, low iron tempered safety glass. Boards
are a frameless 1/4” (5 mm) thick glass that can be specified
with a variety of key features (shown below). Our glass
products are built to stimulate creativity, encourage the
sharing of ideas, and facilitate ideation all while seamlessly
adding beauty to the workspace.
Key Features:
 gan Infinite Palette: Choose from 1,050 standard glass
E
colors
Custom Color
EganINK
Custom Size
Linked Configuration
Neo-Magnet Compatible Options
Guaranteed-to-Clean
Cleat or Stanchion Mounted Presentation Boards

GlassWrite LINXX | EganINK printed photography | 72”w x 48”h

GLASSWRITE MATTE

GLASSWRITE
M AT T E

GLASS
OPTIONS

*Specify any Pantone color for your glass boards.

SIZE
OPTIONS

48 x 48

60 x 48

72 x 48

96 x 48

120 x 48

48 x 36

* Custom sizes available upon request

MOUNTING
OPTION

Cleat Mounted

*only available for color and magnetic

LINXX Connection

Select a combination of GlassWrite boards to create your infinite
length run using a vertical ABS black plastic extrusion.

Stanchion Mounted

*only available for clear, frosted and
non-magnetic color

We facilitate creativity, promote the sharing and capturing of
ideas while seamlessly and beautifully complementing the existing
workspace. We inspire the minds today, that will inspire the future.
We are the blank canvas that gives life to the beginning of an idea.
We offer a wide range of well-designed, productivity enhanceing
products that can be configured and sourced as either
self-standing or integrated for a systematic solution that enhance
and complement the people, the assets within the work space and
provide a blank canvas for ideas to spark.

